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This paper investigates conditions on a semisimple Banach algebra !II and 
a Banach E-module !lX which insure that every derivation from ?I into %?I 
is necessarily a bounded linear operator. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ‘% be a semisimple complex Banach algebra, and let 9.X be a 
Banach space which is a two sided %-module, that is, there exist 
bilinear maps 
(x, m) --f xm, (x, 112) -+ mx 
of ‘3 x 9JI into ‘$I such that the usual associative laws hold for each 
type of product x1x2m, ximxa , and mx1x2. Furthermore suppose 
there exists a constant K > 1 such that 
II xm II G K II x II II m II, 
lIm4I ~~IIxllllmII~ XEQl, .mE%U. 
Under these conditions we call 1111 a Banach %-module. If 9I contains an 
identity, then we require that 1 ~m=m*l=m,m~llll.WhenrU 
is commutative and xm = mx for all x E 2l and m E 9X, then we call !LR 
a commutative %-module. 
* Research supported by NSF. Grant No. GP29012. 
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A linear map D: '9X --+ 9Jl is a deriwation if 
WY) = X@Y) + WY! X,YE2L 
The object of the present paper is to determine conditions both on 
the algebra Czc and the module ‘!N under which D is automatically a 
bounded linear operator. In the following, when we speak of a deriva- 
tion of a Banach algebra ‘$I[, we will always mean a derivation from Cu 
to some appropriate Banach %-module YJL Thus the statement that 
all derivations of 2I are bounded means that every derivation from % 
to any Banach 2I-module is a bounded linear operator. 
The starting point of this investigation is a recent paper of John 
Ringrose [l l] in which he proves that every derivation of a C* algebra 
is automatically bounded. A close examination of Ringrose’s argu- 
ments yields that all derivations will be bounded for an arbitrary 
semisimple Banach algebra QI if % satisfies the following two conditions 
on closed two sided ideals K. 
(1) If K has infinite codimension in 2l; then there exists an 
infinite sequence {xn} in 2I satisfying xnxm = 0, n # m and xn2 $ K, 
n = 1, 2,... . 
(2) Every closed two-sided ideal having finite codimension in ‘?I 
has a bounded left (or right) approximate identity. 
These two conditions hold for example in the group algebra of a 
locally compact abelian group. 
The methods we develop are motivated by the techniques of 
Ringrose, and in Section 3 we include a proof of the continuity of 
derivations under conditions (1) and (2) above. 
The problem of the continuity of a derivation is a special case of 
the problem of continuity of a submultiplicative seminorm on a 
Banach algebra 2I, or equivalently that of continuity of homomor- 
phisms from ‘8 to another Banach algebra (cf. [3, p. 5921). For if D 
is a derivation from ‘??I to a module ioz and we define 
Jw) = all x II + II wm XE%, 
where K is the constant for the module operation, then it is easily 
checked that iV is submultiplicative on ‘$I, that is 
WY) d w4 NY), X,YEX. 
If D is discontinuous, N is as well. Many noncommutative infinite 
dimensional algebras are known which have no discontinuous semi- 
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norms, for example, the algebra of all bounded operators on a Banach 
space with continued bisection. Such algebras have no discontinuous 
derivations as well. We refer the reader to the papers [7] and [8] of 
Barry Johnson for a discussion of these matters. 
Graham Allan [l] has recently constructed a discontinuous homo- 
morphism of the algebra of those complex functions continuous on 
the closed unit disc in the complex plane which are holomorphic on 
the interior. No example of a discontinuous derivation of this algebra 
is known to us, h0wever.l 
In Section 2 we discuss certain ideals which arise in the study of 
derivations. Conditions on the algebra which guarantee the continuity 
of a derivation are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 we prove the 
desired continuity for certain algebras 2I if the module action is 
suitably nondegenerate. If 2l has an identity the appropriate condition 
is that there exist no one dimensional two sided invariant subspaces 
in the module ‘D. In Section 5 a representation theorem is given for 
derivations on commutative Silov algebras. This is a generalization 
of an earlier result in [5]. 
2. IDEALS ASSOCIATED WITH A DERIVATION 
We begin by investigating certain ideals introduced by Ringrose 
[ll]. (See also Stein [12] and Johnson [8].) 
2.1 DEFINITION. Let ‘%lI be a Banach ‘%-module and D: 9l -+ m 
be a derivation. Set N(X) = K(lj x 11 + I/ 0(x)11). We define 
IL = {y E % 1 x + N(yx) is continuous on a}, 
I, = (y E 2l 1 x + N(xy) is continuous on a}. 
The verification of the next result is straightforward and we omit it. 
2.2 PROPOSITION. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) y GIL; 
(ii) The map x -+ D( yx) is a continuous linear map from % tom; 
(iii) The map x -+ yD(x) is a continuous linear map from 9l to !DI. 
Similar statements apply to IR . 
1 Such an example has been constructed by H. G. Dales in his paper The uniqueness 
of the functional calculus, PYOC. Lcmdm Math. SOC. 27 (1973), page 648. 
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2.3. THEOREM. The sets It and IR are closed two sided ideals in XI. 
Proof. Let y E IL and x E 2l. There exists a constant k, such that 
Thus 
WY4 G wd WY4 G W(4 II x II9 XE2l, 
N(Y4 G kl II z II II x II9 x E aI, 
showing IL is a two sided ideal. 
For y E % define S,(X) = yD(x), x E a. Let yn E IL and yn rj y. 
Each SU, is continuous and 
;+z S,“(X) = BOY&) = YW) = S,(x), XE%[. 
Thus S, is continuous by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem, so y E IL 
and IL is closed. The same argument works for IR . 
We shall call 1L (and IR) the left (and r&ht) continuity ideal for D. 
If ti is commutative, it is easily seen that IL = IR . In this case we will 
denote the ideal by I and refer to it as the continuity ideal for D. 
Next we give examples of discontinuous derivations which show D 
need not be continuous on IL or IR . 
EXAMPLE 1. Let ‘$I be a Banach algebra without unit such that ‘!J2 
is not closed, and let 8 be a discontinuous linear functional on 2X which 
vanishes on ‘$12. Let %JI be an a-module containing an element m, # 0 
such that XmO = m,% = (0). Define D: ‘3 -+ !l.3 by 
W$ = @> m. , XE%. 
Then D is a discontinuous derivation for which IL = IR = 9l. 
Let 2l be the algebra of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on a Hilbert 
space. Then !Z12 is just the dense ideal of trace class operators. Similarly 
the square of the trace class operators is a dense proper ideal (see [9]). 
Taking the module !VI to be a one-dimensional zero module, we 
obtain that the Hilbert-Schmidt and trace class operators both admit 
a discontinuous derivation, and a fortiori a discontinuous sub- 
multiplicative seminorm and a discontinuous homomorphism into 
another Banach algebra. 
EXAMPLE 2. Example 1 may be modified to show that a discon- 
tinuous derivation need not have finite dimensional range. Let 
{x. + PI2 1 01 E A} be a Hamel basis for %/‘$12, and for each 01 E A let 
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nrrr be an element of 9JI such that ‘Gz, = rn,fl = (0). If x E ‘u we have 
uniquely 
where y E ‘U, and the sum has only finitely many nonzero coefficients. 
Define 
W) = 1 c,m, , XE2L 
Then D vanishes on ‘?I2 and can have infinite dimensional range 
whenever the (right and left) annihilator of ‘8 in ‘9X has infinite 
dimension. 
An algebra ‘8 for which 212 is not closed often arises as a maximal 
two sided ideal of codimension one in a larger algebra b. Of course, 
then a derivation on ‘$I can be raised to b. The next example illustrates 
this situation. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let b = Cn)[O, 1] be the Banach algebra of all n 
times continuously differentiable complex valued functions on [0, I] 
with the norm 
(see [lo, p. 3001). Then Ctn)[O, l] is an algebra with one generator x 
defined by z(t) = t, and the structure space is [0, 11. The principal 
ideal 2% generated by z can be characterized as the set K of all 
functions f E P)[O, I] such that f (0) = 0 and f tn+l)(0) exists. It is 
easily seen that ~43 C K. To prove the reverse inclusion one must 
show that if f E K andg is defined by g(t) = t-y(t), t # 0, g(0) = f ‘(0), 
then g E CY[O, 11. Fixing f let p be the Taylor polynomial of degree n 
such that P(~)(O) = f tk)(0) for 0 < k < n. Then t-4(t) E W)[O, 11, 
(f - p)“+yo) = f(n+yO), so it suffices to prove g E P)[O, 1] in the 
case that ftk)(0) = 0, 0 < k < n. We may now apply L’HBpital’s 
rule successively in the formula 
to obtain 
limgfk)(t) = 0 
t-0 
, 1~k~n-l, 
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Clearly g is continuous on [0, l] and g(0) = 0. By L’Hopital’s rule 
g(t) g’(0) = ‘,+i t = ltirrg’(t) = 0 
so g E C’[O, 11. Repeating the argument we obtain that g E P)[O, 11. 
Now let M be the maximal ideal of functions vanishing at zero. 
It follows easily that 
x&Z = M2 = {f E M 1 f’(0) = 0 and f(“+l)(O) exists}. 
Taking ‘8 = A4 we have M2 is dense in the subspace L of all functions 
satisfying f(0) = f’(0) = 0. M2 cannot be closed since L contains 
functions without (n + 1)st derivatives at zero. 
2.4 PROPOSITION. If IL has a bounded left approximate identity, 
then D is continuous on IL . 
Proof. Let x, E I= and x, 3 0. By a corollary to the Cohen 
factorization theorem [6] there exists a sequence {zn} C IL and y E IL 
such that z, * 0 and x, = yzn , n = I,2 ,... . Then 
D(Xn) = D(yxn) * 0. 
The next theorems show the effect of algebraic structure on the 
size of the ideals IL and IR . 
2.5 THEOREM. Let { ym} b e a sequence in 2I satisfring yn ym = 0, 
n # m. Then yn2 E IL n IR for all but finitely many values of n. 
Proof. If the sequence {ym2} is not eventually in IL , by dropping 
to a subsequence we can suppose, without loss of generality, that 
there exists a sequence {x~> in ‘3 with 11 x, 11 = 1 and 
NYn2%i> 3 n * 2”N(Y,) II Yla II> n = 1, 2,... . 
Define 
Then 
so 
2 
YnY = $& Y n = 1, 2,..., 
WY,) WY) 2 WYnY) 
= N(ym2Xn) > nN(y,), 
zn II Yn II 
n = 1, 2,... * 
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Thus N(y) > 71 for all n. This contradiction shows yn2 is eventually 
in I, . A similar argument shows yn2 is eventually in 1s . 
The generalized version of the Ringrose theorem now follows from 
what we have done. 
2.6 COROLLARY. Let % be a semi simple Banach algebra. If i!l 
satis$es the following two conditions, then all derivations on 3 are 
bounded. 
(1) If K is a closed two sided ideal of in$nite codimension in %, 
then there exists an infinite sequence (xn} in ‘% satisfying X%X, = 0, 
n # m, and xm2 4 K, n = 1, 2 ,... . 
(2) Every closed two sided ideal having @site codimension in % 
has a bounded left (or right) approximate identity. 
Proof. Applying 2.4 and 2.5 we infer that D is continuous on 
IL n IR , which must have finite codimension in 2X. From this it 
follows that D is continuous on ‘E 
Next we recall some facts about minimal ideals in a Banach algebra 
% (cf. [lo, p. 451). If J is a minimal right ideal, then J contains a 
unique idempotent e such that J = e‘9l. Then %e is a minimal left 
ideal and e9Ie is isomorphic to the complex numbers. Conversely, 
if e is an idempotent and e2le is isomorphic to the complex numbers, 
then e% and 2le are minimal right and left ideals. We call e a minimaE 
idempotent. The socle 3 of 2l is the sum of all minimal right ideals 
which is also the sum of all minimal left ideals. The socle is a two- 
sided ideal in 2X. 
2.7 THEOREM. Let D be a derivation on %. Then D is continuous 
on each minimal left or right ideal, and IL n IR contains the closure of 
the socle of 9X. 
Proof. Let e be a minimal idempotent. If J = e’% is finite dimen- 
sional, we have 
ex = i ai(x)pi , XE%, 
i=l 
where p, E J, and CQ , i = l,..., n are continuous linear functionals 
on a. Thus 
x + D(ex) = i q(x) D(p,) 
i-1 
is continuous, so e E IL . If J h as infinite dimension, by a result of 
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Bachelis [2], there exists a sequence {g,} of minimal idempotents 
such that 
g?ngn = 0, m # n, 
I& f (Oh 12 = 1, 2,... . 
We know from 2.5 that g, E It n IR for all large n. Hence J A IL # (0), 
so e E J C IL n IR by the minimality of J. Similarly, if %e is finite 
dimensional, e E IR , and if it is infinite dimensional, e E IR n IL . 
Thus every minimal idempotent lies in IL n IR . It follows from 2.3 
that IL n JR contains the closure of the socle. 
Now let J = e% be a minimal right ideal. Then 
II Wll = II W4ll G k, II x II, x E J, 
since e E IL . Thus D is continuous on J. 
2.8 COROLLARY. If % has dense socle, then IL = IR = 8. If in 
addition 53 contains a bounded left or right approximate identity, then 
all derivations in !U are bounded. 
If G C ‘&the left annihilator of 6! is the set A,(6) = {x E % 1 x@ = (0)) 
Similarly we define the right annihilator A,(G). A semisimple Banach 
algebra 2l is an annihilator algebra if each proper closed left (right) 
ideal has a nontrivial right (left) annihilator. [See [lo, Chapter II, 
Section 81.) Each annihilator algebra has a dense socle, so Corollary 2.8 
applies. The topologically simple annihilator algebras, i.e., those 
without proper closed two-sided ideals, can be described as follows. 
Let X be a reflexive Banach space and let 5 be the subalgebra of 8(X) 
consisting of all operators of finite rank. Let % be a subalgebra of 
8(X) which is a Banach algebra under a norm with respect to which 
3 is dense in ‘%. Then % is a topologically simple annihilator whose 
socle is 3. Moreover, every topologically simple annihilator algebra 
has such a representation where X is any minimal left ideal. If x 
is a Hilbert space, the algebras of all compact operators, trace class, 
or Hilbert-Schmidt operators all have dense socle. The algebra of 
compact operators contains a bounded approximate identity, whereas 
the other two examples do not. The latter observation follows from 
the Cohen factorization theorem and the fact that in each case ‘$I2 is 
a proper dense subalgebra. 
Next we specialize to certain commutative algebras. Let ‘% be a 
commutative semi simple Banach algebra considered as an algebra of 
functions on its structure space @z . We call 2I a Silov algebra if for 
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each pair FI , F, of disjoint closed sets in Qat with FI compact, there 
exists x E ‘?I with x(F,) = 1, and x(F,) = 0. Examples are L,(G) 
where G is a locally compact abelian group, or C(“)([O, 11). For 
convenience we shall suppose a Silov algebra 9l has a unit, so QX is 
compact. In consideration of derivations this is no loss in generality, 
since if ‘$l has a derivation D but no unit, we may adjoin a unit to 2l 
and extend D to be zero in the unit. 
Let ‘$I be a Silov algebra and 4 E @a . The primary ideal J(d) 
consists of those functions in 2l each of which vanishes in some 
neighborhood of 4. 
2.9 THEOREM. Let D be any derivation on a Silov algebra 2l. Then 
there exists a$nite set F = & ,..., 43 in @a such that 
Proof. We apply the results of [3] to the multiplicative seminorm 
44 = WI x II + II Dx II)- Th eorem 3.7 of [3] yields the existence of 
a finite set F = {q$ ,..., 4,) of @N and a constant C such that 
WV) d c II *II II Y IL 
for all functions X, y of 2l in J(F) = nF=, J(#$) which satisfy xy = X. 
If x E J(F) we can choose y E J(F) with xy = X. Then 
WM = wY4 < c II .w II II Y II 
G c II x II II Y II II z IL 2E2L 
Thus z -+ N(xz) is continuous. This shows J(F), and hence J(F) 
lies in I. However, J(F) = fly-r Jm, as ?I has partitions of unity 
subordinate to any open covering of @x . 
2.10 COROLLARY. Let 9L be a Silov algebra such that each closed 
primary ideal in ‘$I has jinite codimension in 2k If in addition each 
maximal ideal M has a bounded approximate identity, then all deriva- 
tions on 2I are continuous. 
Proof. Let J(+,,) be th e minimal closed primary ideal in the 
maximal ideal M. We assert first that M = J($,,). For if M has an 
approximate identity, then by the factorization theorem, each x E M 
may be written as the product of an arbitrary number of factors. On 
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the other hand the fact that dim(M/J($,)) < co implies that M/J(#,) 
is nilpotent. Hence M = J($,). The result now follows from 2.6. 
3. THE SEPARATING SUBSPACE OF A DERIVATION 
Next we obtain a characterization of IL and IR as annihilators of the 
separating subspace in %R of the derivation D. For this we shall need 
a general fact about linear maps. 
If X and Y are Banach spaces and T: X --+ Y is a linear map, the 
separating subspace for T in Y is the set G of all y E Y such that 
54 [II x II + II Y - TX Ill = 0. 
Equivalently, 6 consists of all y such that [0, y] lies in the closure of 
the graph of T in X x Y. We call 6, = {x E X 1 T(x) E G,> the 
separating subspace for T in X. It is easily checked that 6, and 6 are 
closed subspaces, and that T is continuous iff G = (0). The following 
result is due to Cleveland [4]. 
3.1 LEMMA. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let T: X -+ Y be 
a linear map with separating subspaces 6, and 6 in X and Y, respec- 
tively. The natural map T: X/GO -+ Y/G given by 
p(x + Go) = T(x) + 6 
is one to one and continuous. 
Now suppose that 9JI is a Banach %-module and D: ‘u --t !N is a 
derivation. 
3.2 THEOREM. Let 6 be the separating subspace for D in ‘$3. Then 
IL = {x I x * 6 = (O)}, 
Ijq = {x 1 6 * x = (0)). 
Proof. Let x,, E IL and m E 6. Then there exists a sequence 
x, => 0 such that D(x,) * m. Since x0 E IL 
0 = iz D(x,x,) = ;z [XJl(Xn) + D(x,) Xn] = xom. 
Thus IL annihilates 6 on the left. 
Now suppose x,6 = (0) and x, 3 0 in r2I. Then D(xJ + 6 j G 
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in ‘9X/G, being the composition of the natural map 2l -+ ‘%/G, with 
the map b of Lemma 3.1. Thus there is a sequence {m,} C 6 such 
that D(x,) + m, 3 0. Consequently, 
I = xo[&J + m,l + W4 x, - 0, 
showing x,, E IL. . A similar proof works for IR . 
3.3 THEOREM. The separating subspace 6 for D is a closed two sided 
invariant subspace of ‘2N on which %/I, and 2f/IR act faithfully on the 
left and right, respectively. If ‘8 is commutative, then B is a commutative 
21 (or ‘3/I) module. 
Proof. Let m E 6 and x E ‘K Then there exists {xJ C % with 
x, =S 0, D(xn) Z- m. Then x,x + 0 and 
D(XnX) = x$(x) + D(Xn)X 3 mx. 
Thus mx E 6. A similar argument shows xm E 6. 
If ‘Sl is commutative, D(xy) = D( yx) so 
XD(Y) - D(Y)X = YW - WY9 X,YE%. 
Let m E 6, y E ‘$l and x, => 0 with D(xn) =S m. Then 
0 = $2 k@(Y) - D(Y) %I 
= 22 [Y&J - Wn)Yl 
= ym - my. 
Thus 6 is a commutative %-module. 
4. MODULE CONDITIONS GUARANTEEING THE 
CONTINUITY OF A DERIVATION 
We have seen that appropriate algebraic assumptions on 2l insure 
that the continuity ideals IL and IR for a derivation D: %+ !N will be 
large. We now investigate additional conditions on the module ‘92 
which will insure that every derivation is bounded. 
The following notation is convenient. If (E C Ql we call 
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the annihilator in ‘8X of (5. For algebras without unit the simplest 
module condition is that ‘%I = (0), i.e., xm = mx = 0 for all x E 2l 
implies m = 0. In this case we call !lJI nondegenerate. 
4.1 THEOREM. Let ‘$l be a Banach algebra with dense socle, and let %Jl 
be a non-degenerate a-module. Then every derivation D: ‘8 + 92 is 
bounded. 
Proof. By2.8 we have IL. = IR = 2l. If m E 6, then xm = mx = 0 
for each x E ?l by 3.2. Thus 6 = (0) an d consequently D is continuous. 
As we noted earlier all annihilator algebras have dense socle. 
Examples are the algebras of trace class and Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 
We may infer from 4.1 that derivations of these algebras into non- 
degenerate %-modules must be bounded. However, as we remarked 
earlier discontinuous derivations may exist for these algebras if 
a”I # (0). 
We now specialize to a Silov algebra which we suppose to have a 
unit. Here we consider two conditions on the module 1111. 
(i) For each 4 E @a , M(+)l = (0), 
(ii) For each + E @a , dim J(d)* < 00. 
A nonzero vector m ~llll generates a one-dimensional two-sided 
invariant subspace iff xm = mx = #(x)m, x E ‘%, where 4 is a multi- 
plicative linear functional. Thus condition (i) is equivalent to the 
statement hat %X does not contain any such subspaces. We shall now 
explore the relation of these conditions to the structure of ‘%/I, when 
D is a discontinuous derivation from ‘$l into ‘$l. 
4.2 THEOREM. Let ‘53 be a Silov algebra and ‘9.N be an ‘%-module 
satisfying condition (ii). If D: 2l -+ ‘$Jl is a discontinuous derivation, 
then 6 isfkite dimensional and I has$nite codimension in %. 
Proof. Let F = {+I ,..., 4,) be the singularity set for D. Since 
J(F) C I by 2.9, we have 6 _C IL C J(F)l. Thus to show dim(G) < co 
it suffices by condition (ii) to prove that 6 C span{J(# 1, i = l,..., n>. 
Choose e, E ?I such that ei = 1 in a neighborhood of #i and eiej = 0, 
i + j. Then 1 - x:-i ei E J(F) C I. Thus if m E 6, 
(since 6 is a commutative ‘$I-module by 3.3). Moreover, if x E I(&), 
e,x E J(F), SO mei = eim E J(+i)’ for i = l,..., 71. Thus dim(G) < 00. 
Since ‘%/I acts faithfully on 6, dim(‘%/l) < co. 
5ww4-3 
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Remark. If9.X is a commutative %-module satisfying (ii), an examina- 
tion of the last proof shows that J(F)1 Z span{J($,)l 1 i = I,..., n} for 
any finite set F = {q$ ,..., 4,) in rPa . 
Our next theorem will show that if D: ‘% -+ m is discontinuous and 
dim(%/I) < CO, then for every 4 in the singularity set F for D we have 
M(r$)l # (0). We first need the following preliminary result. 
4.3 LEMMA. Let 23 be a Jinite dimensional commutative Banach 
algebra. For each multiplicative linear functional tj on b there exists a 
non-zero element x0 E b such that 
Proof. Let e be the minimal idempotent in B whose Gelfand 
transform e is one at # and vanishes at the other elements of @n . 
If e8 is one dimensional take x,, = e. Otherwise the radical R of ed 
is not zero and for x E b 
x=dWe+s,+(l-e)x, 
where sz E R. Choose r + 0 in R such that YR = (0). Since er = r 
we have xy = 4(x)7, x E 23. 
4.4 THEOREM. Let 9I be a Silov algebra and D: ‘% --+ 2JI be a 
discontinuous derivation. Suppose dim(‘$l/I) < CO. Then for each C$ in 
the finite singularity set F for D there exists a nonzero vector m in 6 
which annihilates the maximal ideal M(4) associated with the homo- 
morphism $. 
Proof. We apply the lemma to 8 = ‘%/I. Then @n = hull(I) = F. 
If 4 E F there exists x0 $ I such that xx0 = 4(x) x,, , x E 9X. Now by 3.2 
there is a vector m, E 6 such that x,,m, # 0. Take m = xomo . It 
follows by 3.3 that 
xm = mx = $(x)m, XE(U, 
so m E M(+)l. 
We now obtain an important positive result. 
4.5 THEOREM. Let ‘9I be a Silov algebra with the property that for 
each 4 E @pI, the closed primary ideal J(4) has finite codimension. Let 24 
be an %-module which contains no one-dimensional two-sided invariant 
subspaces. Then every derivation D: 2l -+ 93 is bounded. 
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Proof. Suppose D is a discontinuous derivation and let F = 
(+i ,..., &J be its finite singularity set. Since I contains J(F) = 
fir-i I(&), ‘%/I is finite dimensional. By 4.4 the separating subspace 
contains nonzero elements of M(&)l for i = l,..., n, so !N contains 
one dimensional invariant subspaces. 
There is a large class of Silov algebras in which each closed primary 
ideal has finite codimension. The simplest examples are the algebras 
C(“)(I), n = 1, 2 )... . These algebras have a single generator z(t) = t, 
t E I. For a simply generated algebra ‘?I, @a = c&z), and our last 
theorem can be restated in terms of the spectral properties of the 
action of x on the module. For simplicity we state it for commutative 
modules. 
4.6 COROLLARY. Let ‘?I be a Silov algebra with a single generator z. 
Suppose that in ‘$I each closed primary ideal has$nite codimension. Let !LY 
be a commutative %-module and Z be the bounded operator on!IJI defked by 
Z(m) = zm, mfs!UL 
If Z has no eigenvalues, then every derivation D: ‘8 + ‘%I is bounded. 
Finally we may combine 4.2 and 4.4 to obtain. 
4.7 THEOREM. Let !!I be a Silov algebra and W be an %-module 
satisfying conditions (i) and (ii). Then every derivation D: ‘8 + ‘%I is 
bounded. 
5. SPLITTING OF DERIVATIONS ON SILOV ALGEBRAS 
For a Silov algebra 9I consider the bounded functions B(@gl) on the 
structure space @z to be a commutative ‘%-module under ordinary 
multiplication of functions. It is shown in [5] that an arbitrary deriva- 
tion D from 2l into B(@B) can be written 
D = B + f Sixi , 
i=l 
where b is a bounded derivation from ‘$I into B(@n), si is a discontinu- 
ous point derivation associated with the homomorphism & , and xi 
is the characteristic function of q$ . We seek a generalization of this 
theorem to more general commutative ‘%-modules. We confine our 
attention to commutative modules satisfying the nondegeneracy 
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condition (ii) of Section 4: for each 4 E dix , the annihilating subspace 
J(#)’ has finite dimension in IIJZ. 
A closed invariant subspace U of m is called reducing if there exists 
a closed complementary subspace W in !lJI which is also invariant 
under action of %. For %-modules satisfying (ii), the decomposition 
theorem for derivations holds if each one-dimensional invariant 
subspace {hm) is reducing. If M is the maximal ideal in 2l annihilating 
m, this condition just means that the closed subspace of %JI generated 
by M%R does not contain the vector m. 
5.1 THEOREM. Let ‘% be a Silov algebra and !JJl be a commutative 
%-module satisfying (ii). Assume further that each one dimensional 
invariant subspace of ‘9Jl is a reducing subspace. If D is a derivation from ‘8 
to 9X, then 
D = D + f Simi , 
i=l 
where D is a bounded derivation from 2l to 9X, i$ is a discontinuous point 
derivation of ‘8, and m6 generates a one-dimensional invariant subspace. 
Proof. Suppose D is discontinuous. Let G(D) be its separating 
subspace and F be the finite singularity set. By Theorem 4.2 and the 
remark following it, G(D), J(F)1 and 9l/1 are all finite dimensional. 
Moreover, there exists a nonzero vector ml E G(D) and a homo- 
morphism +i E F such that 
xml = W) ml T XE‘S 
By hypothesis there exists a projection Pl of m onto the one-dimen- 
sional subspace {hm,) which commutes with the action of YI. If the 
functional 6, is defined by the formula 
p,D(x) = h(x) ml , XE%, 
it is easily checked that 6, is a point derivation associated with the 
homomorphism +I . 
The map D, = QID, where Qi = I - PI, is a derivation of ‘9t into 
the submodule Q1%X, and D = D, + 6,(a) m1 . Suppose D, is dis- 
continuous. Its separating subspace G(DJ is the same whether we 
consider D, as a map into roZ or QiW. Clearly, G(Dl) C Ql%. If I1 
denotes the continuity ideal for D, , we have J(F) C I C I1 , SO 
B(D,) c IIJ- G J(FL). As before we obtain a nonzero vector mz E G(D,) 
and +a E Fl C F such that 
x6 = +2(x) m2 y XE2S. 
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(Note that $a might not be distinct from $r .) There exists a projection 
Pz onto {Am,} and a point derivation S, such that P,D = 6,(e) m2 . 
Defining D, = QzD, , Qs = I - Pz , we proceed by induction. 
In this way we obtain derivations Dj , j = 1, 2,... such that 
Djel = Sjmj + Dj , 
where each mi generates a one dimensional invariant subspace, and 6, 
is a point derivation. Note that Dj has its range in QiQj-r *em QrroZ and 
mi lies in Qj--lQj-2 *** Qr’9.X but not in Q~Qj-1-e. QrmZ. Thus the vectors 
mj are linearly independent. Since they all lie in the finite dimensional 
subspace J(F)l, there are only finitely many. If m, is the last such 
vector, then by Theorem 4.4 the corresponding derivation D, must be 
bounded. Thus D = D, + 2::. &rni . Some of the 6, we constructed 
may be continuous. Let b be the sum of all the continuous terms on 
the right in this equation. Thus we obtain the desired decomposition 
of D. 
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